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A complex investigation of the elastic parameters of para-azoxyanisole is carried out in conjunction with 
observation of light scattering near the phase transition from the nematic liquid crystal to the isotropic 
liquid. Fine structure in the anomaly in the velocity of the elastic waves is detected. A new method for 
determining the constant in the quadratic term of the expansion of the thermodynamic potential in the 
order parameter is proposed. It is shown that in the nematic phase the contribution of nonuniform 
fluctuations to the anomalies in the elastic parameters is small compared with that of the well-known 
Landau-Khalatnikov relaxation mechanism. For the isotropic phase it is found that the correlation of 
nonuniform thermal fluctuations of the order parameter rapidly weakens with increase in temperature and 
is practically absent at 2_3· above the transition point. 

PACS numbers: 81.55.+x 

The problem of the phase transition in nematic liquid 
crystals (NLC) remains, as yet, insuffiCiently studied, 
although the main indications (experimental data for 
certain thermodynamic quantities) are that this transi
tion is first-order. From a theoretical pOint of view 
the NLC-isotropic-liquid transition is a transition from 
a less symmetric to a more symmetric phase, in which 
the order parameter changes rather sharply, if not 
discontinuously. Therefore, the region of the meta
stable state is rather narrow here. In experimental 
studies of the phase transition this gives rise to the 
need for careful thermostatting of the volume of sub
stance being studied, and also makes greater demands 
on the purity of the substance. 

1. The following experimental investigations have 
been carried out with the aim of studying the mechanism 
of the NLC-isotropic-liquid phase transition. The 
phase transition was observed visually in a volume 2-3 
cm3 of the substance, and measurements of the phase 
velocity C and absorption of ultrasonic waves in the 
range of frequencies 0.8-14 MHz were performed at 
the same time. The substance investigated, para
azoxyanisole (PAA), was carefully freed from mechani
cal and chemical impurities by the technique described 
in[l] . The data from an analysis showed the substance 
to be 99.9% pure. The phase-transition point in the 
first melting of the substance was 2_3° higher than the 
tabulated value (136°C), and then decreased to 136°C; 
this was connected with the oxidation of the substance 
on heating. There was practically no lowering of the 
phase-transition point below 136 °C. The substance 
was placed in a transparent quartz cell between ultra
sonic buffers of annealed quartz. The cell was situated, 
in turn, in a thermostatted silvered vessel with double 
walls and double quartz windows. The phase transition 
in the substance was observed visually through the 
windows. A given temperature was maintained in the 
vessel by circulation of silicone oil from a "Vobzer" 
thermostat. In addition, the thermostat, pipes and cell 
were thermally isolated. The setup made it possible to 
maintain a constant temperature with accuracy -0.1 °C. 
To excite longitudinal ultrasonic waves, resonance 
quartz X -cut transducers, glued to the buffers, were 
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used. From measurement of the amplitude of the sig
nal over a given length of the PAA sample the attenua
tion was determined with an accuracy of - 2%. The 
measurement of the phase velocity was performed by 
an interferometric method, with accuracy 0.1%. For 
convenience in comparing the data for a and C these 
measurements were performed one after the other at 
each temperature point. The NLC was not previously 
oriented, i. e., in the nematic phase it was a polycrys
tal. 

The increased accuracy of the experimental mea
surement of the velOCity, in conjunction with the data 
on the absorption of ultrasonic waves and the data from 
the visual observations, gave us the possibility of de
tecting a number of previously unobserved phenomena 
in the region of the phase transition. After the velocity 
discontinuity, which reached its maximum Clmax im
mediately after the maximum in the absorption at T:!ax, 
the velocity was observed to decrease to a minimum 
C2mln that did not exceed 6% of the discontinuity, at any 
frequency (Fig. 1). We note that the maxima of the ab
sorption and of the velocity (Clmax ) did not, as a rule, 
coincide in temperature (see the 'table). The maxi
mum of the absorption a coincided with the phase-tran
sition point determined by the optical method while the 
second velOCity minimum, on the average, moved into 
the region of higher temperatures with increase of the 
frequency. 
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the phase velocity (curve 
1) and absorption of ultrasonic waves in PAA (curve 2) at fre
quency 14 MHz. 
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Substance t, MHz I T C -T~ I T~ -T·C lmax max' max c' 
°C (experiment) (classical theory) 

0.8 0.2 0.01 
2.2 0 0.02 

PAA 6.2 0.5 0.06 
10 0.2 0.1 
14 0 0.15 

Before proceeding to the theoretical explanation of 
the experimental facts, we give a comparison of the 
visual observations with the acoustic data obtained. As 
the isotropic melt cooled, the following picture was ob
served: Approximately 1 0 above the phase transition, 
nuclei of the liquid-crystalline phase, in the form of 
light pOints if they are observed in polarized light, be
gan to appear in the isotropic bulk of the liquid. It was 
at this temperature 7'fmax that the second minimum C2miD 
in the velocity of the ultrasonic waves was observed. 
The number and size of the nuclei then increased as the 
phase-transition point was approached. It should be 
noted that if the temperature of the substance was kept 
constant, the two-phase state could be preserved for an 
arbitrarily long time; the transition of some nuclei to 
the isotropic phase and the appearance of other nuclei 
proceeded continuously. At 0.1-0.5 °C from the tran
sition point coalescence of the nuclei occurred discon
tinuously (this corresponded to the maximum velocity), 
and then, on further lowering of the temperature by 
0.1-0.5°C, the minimum transparency was reached, 
the substance went over completely into the liquid
crystalline phase, and it was here that the maximum 
in the absorption and the prinCipal minimum in the 
phase velOCity were observed. 

In view of this, the behavior of the velocity curve can 
be explained qualitatively in the following way. On 
lowering of the temperature of the melt the total order 
in the isotropiC melt increases and the velocity in
creases. Then, because of the growth of the thermal 
fluctuations, the velocity increases sharply to a maxi
mum at the moment of coalescence of the nuclei. 

Taking into account what has been said above, it can 
be assumed that the NLC-isotropic-liquid phase transi
tion possesses the symptoms of both a first- and a sec
ond-order transition. Our theoretical interpretation of 
the tranSition, undertaken from these standpoints and 
based on fluctuation theory, (21 is given below. 

2. The anomalous variation in the parameters of 
ultrasonic waves at phase transitions is due to their in
teraction with the fluctuations of the order parameter. 
As the latter in a NLC one usually takes the tensor Q"a 
=S[n,,(1")' iia(r) -tl)"a], where S is the order parameter 
and ~ (1") is the direction vector of a molecule of the 
NLC. In the region of the nematic phase, the average 
value of the order parameter Q *0. Consequently, here, 
as shown in(21, the prinCipal mechanism will be the 
well-known Landau-Khalatnikov mechanism. (31 The in
teraction of ultrasonic waves with fluctuations of the 
order parameter occurs in both phases. 

In view of the inadequacy of the theoretical treatment 
of the interaction of ultrasonic waves with the order
parameter fluctuatiOns, especially in the nematic phase, 
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we shall briefly describe our ideas on this question. 
Following the phenomenological description of(2, 41, the 
density of the thermodynamic potential of the NLC in 
the absence of external fields can be represented in the 
forom 

(!l=Qlo+~AQ,-2.BQ'+2.CQ.+2.L( aQ )'. (1) 
2 3 4 2 ax 

For unoriented NLC's this expression will be valid in 
both the isotropiC and the nematic phase. The introduc
tion of the cubic term in (1) is equivalent to the as
sumption that the phase transition is first-order. For 
B = ° we have the well-known Landau-Khalatnikov the
ory. Putting, as usual, 

A=a(T-T'), (2) 

we obtain for the average value of the order parameter: 

.- r 0, T>T', 
Q= -IVa --l C(YT,-THT,-T) , 

(3) 
T<T,. 

Here the temperatures T* and Tl delimit the region of 
the metastable state (T 1 > T * ). Following(2, 3 \ we find 
the follOWing relation for the relaxation frequency fe 
corresponding to the frequency for the maximum value 
O!m.,. of the absorption of ultrasonic waves at a given 
temperature (WT = 1): 

t, =_1_=~{T,-T+[(Tl-T") (T,-T) P}, 
2nT nb 

(4) 

where b is a kinetic coefficient. In prinCiple, it can be 
determined experimentally from the linear part of the 
temperature dependence offe: 

al. a ( (T,-T) ',. ) (5) 
a(T~n= -T) -;;:b 1 + 2(T,-T)'I. . 

In the case of a second-order phase transition, Tl 
=T*=Te' 

In the immediate vicinity of the phase-transition point, 
besides the Landau-Khalatnikov mechanism we must 
take into account the order-parameter fluctuations. In 
this case, it is convenient to expand (1) in a Taylor 
series. For polycrystalline NLC's we can introduce an 
effective value of the elastic constant L: 

(6) 

where the kij are the Frank elastic constants. (51 Con
fining ourselves in the following to the model of(61, 
where it is assumed that the anomalies in the acoustic 
parameters are due principally to temperature fluctua
tions, we have for the velocity C and the product of the 
absorption O! and wavelength A: 

C=Cad [1- 'I~~~ Re 61, 
11('10-1) 

a'A= ---o-Im6. 
c. 

(7) 

Here Yo = cV c~, the specific heats cp = c~ + I) and cy = c~ 
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+ 6, and 6 is the change in the specific heat of the NLC 
near the phase transition. To determine 6 we proceed 
by the classical method otcz• 71, which is equivalent to 
the self-consistent field approximation. As a result, 
we obtain 

II=II(T) [f.(z) -ij.(z) 1. 

where the reduced frequency 

T<T .. 

T>T" 

II(T)= kBT' (8A)' r _ kBT' 
8nL~ff iJT ,- 32nTo'ro'(IT-T,IIT,)'" . 

(8) 

(9) 

In this expression, re =ro(l T - Te I /TetllZ is the cor
relation length and kB is the Boltzmann constant· , 

The dispersion functionsfl(x) andfz(x) coincide with 
the analogous functions introduced inC7J • 

In the classical solution, weak noninteracting fluc
tuations are considered. According to[81 this is valid . ' m the temperature region 

( r)' IT-T,I - <---=t<1 
ro Tc ' 

where r is the average distance between the particles. 
In the temperature region t < (r /rot, where the fluctua
tions are no longer small, the scaling hypothesis gives 
the modern idea of the structure of the substance. In 
the dynamical case one assumes the existence of a 
characteristic critical frequency fe' uniquely deter
mined by ~e equilibrium correlation length re =ro(1 T 
-Tel/Te) , wherefe=kBT/6wZ11r~, 11 is the shear 
viscosity, and v is a critical index. For most simple 
nonconducting liquids, v =0. 63. [81 It turns out that the 
complex bulk viscosity dependent on the external fre
quency f is determined by a universal function of the 
reduced frequency: 

( I) J~ y' Ilj, 
I t: = (Hy')' K(y)-illl, dy, 

o 

(10) 

where the ratio of the frequency fq of the relaxation of 
the order-parameter fluctuatiOns, which depends on the 
wave-vector q, to fe is a universal function of the argu
ment y =qre: 

1/1,=K(y) =31.[ 1 
+y'+ (y'_y-I) arctg yj. (11) 

The excess ultrasonic absorption coefficient, due to the 
bulk-viscosity anomaly, is determined by the real part 
of (10): 

aJ..= k.TVg(T) (IT-T,I )-~ 
npT /'ro' Tc 

XReI(~), (12) 
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the relaxation frequency: 
curve 1 is for PPA atf=10 MHz, Te=136°C; curve 2 is for 
MBBA atf=2 MHz Te=44°C; curve 3 is for EBBA atf=2 MHz, 
Te=73.5°C. 

where p is the density, g(T) = 1/ Cv for simple liquids, 
and a is the critical exponent of the specific heat. Ac
cording to scaling theory, a=2 -3v. We note that the 
expression (12) was obtained by invoking the correla
tion function in the Ornstein-Zernike approximation. 
Clearly, therefore, the classical solution and the scal
ing hypothesis give dependences for a;\ that are similar 
in form. 

3. All the theories cited give a decrease of the phase 
velocity as we move away from Te in both directions. 
The experimentally observed steeper decay on the side 
of the NLC phase is clearly due to the marked domi
nance of the contribution of the Landau-Khalatnikov 
mechanism over that of the fluctuation mechanism. 

Therefore, assuming that the principal contribution 
to the ultrasonic attenuation is determined by the Lan
dau-Khalatnikov mechanism, we shall use the 'Man
del'shtam-Leontovich formula for the relaxational ab
sorption, with allowance for a single relaxation time T 

to obtain the temperature dependence of the relaxation' 
frequency in PAA in the nematic region (see Fig. 2). 
The necessary dispersion parameters can be deter
mined from the graph of the phase velocity. In the 
same figure (Fig. 2), analogous curves, calculated 
from the results of[91, are given for MBBA (methoxy
benzylidene-butylaniline) and EBBA (ethoxybenzylidene
butylaniline). From the slope of the linear part of the 
curve it is easy to determine the ratio alb from for
mula (5). Estimating the kinetic coefficient 11 for PAA 
to be, according to[91, 11'" o. 03 P, we find that a = (6. 8 
± 1. 5) x 105 erg/ cm3 • deg, i. e., practically the same as 
in MBBA, where a =6. 2x 105 erg/cm3 • deg. The value 
of a that we have obtained is extremely close to the 
estimate given int7J • Using the value of a for MBBA 
known from other experiments, we estimate the mag
nitude of the shear viscosity in this NLC to be 11=0.11 P. 
According to[71, 11=0.15 P, i. e., it COincides, within 
the limits of the experimental errors, with our calcula
tions from the slope of the curve offe(T). We note that 
the existence of a linear part on the curve offe(r:"" - T) 
does not yet prove the existence ofa metastable region. 
There will also be an analogous dependence in the case 
of second-order phase transitions. 

Analyzing the Mandel'shtam-Leontovich expression 
for the relaxational absorption and phase velOCity, for 
a,.,,,,,~ we obtain wT=f/fe = 1, and for the velocity C .... , 
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FIG. 3. Dependence of the product of the excess absorption 
coefficient and wavelength on the reduced frequency in the 
nematic phase; r o=9.5 A, 1'=0.5; .- for 1=0.8 MHz, o-for 
1=2.2 MHz; .:1-for/=6.2 MHz; x-for/=10 MHz. 

WT=flfe- OO • Comparing these results with (4), we find 
that the temperature T~u at which the maximum damp
ing of the ultrasonic waves occurs practically coincides 
with the phase-transition point Te. In the general case 
the following inequality should be fulfilled: T* < T~u 
... Tfmu ... T 1• In the table, experimental values of the 
difference Tfmu - T~u are given. Once again we note 
that in the experiment with PAA the value Tfmu always 
lies above T~u, and Tfmu - T~u '" O. 2 K. From the esti
mates Of[91, Tl - Te'" 0.1 K for MBBA, i. e., is evi
dently of the same order as for PAA. 

To analyze the results in the nematic region we shall 
estimate the range of applicability of the classical and 
scaling theories in our case. Assuming that the aver
age distance between the molecules is approximately 
equal to their effective diameter, and using the expres
sions (6) and (9), we find that, by the classical theory, 
ro =9. 5 A and rlro-1, i. e., such an estimate is too 
crude. To estimate the actual contribution of the fluc
tuation mechanisms in the nematic phase we shall check 
the uniformity of the experimental results on the in
crement .:1a A in the ultrasonic absorption as a function 
of log (fife) by varying the critical exponent II. Coinci
dent results are not obtained for the entire NLC region, 
inasmuch as the lowest scatter occurs for 11< 0.3 near 
Te, and for 1I=0.52±0.05whenTe -T>2 K (Fig. 3). 
This, and also the data on the temperature dependence 
of the phase velocity, indicates that in the nematic 
phase, besides the Landau-Khalatnikov mechanism, 
fluctuations describable by the classical theory evi
dently also make their contribution. Apparently, the 
presence of order in the system hinders the develop
ment of strong fluctuations. 

An analogous check on the uniformity in the isotropic 
region gives satisfactory agreement with scaling theory 
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the product of the excess absorption 
coefficient and wavelength on the reduced frequency is the iso
tropic phase, ro = 9.5 A, 1'= 0.63. The solid curve is calculated 
from formula (12), o-for 1= 2.2 MHz; x-for 1= 6. 2 MHz, .
for 1= 10 MHz, .:1-for 1= 14 MHz. 

with 11=0.65 ± O. 05 (Fig. 4). Here the quantity g was 
used as an additional fitting parameter and the data for 
the shear viscosity were used for TJ. Thus, no special 
measurement of the position of the curves along the 
abscissa was performed. The discrepancy between the 
calculation and the experimental data near Te is due to 
the use of the Ornstein-Zernike approximation for the 
correlation function in the calculation. (The calculation 
of the dependence l(flfe) from formula (10) was carried 
out on a MIR-2 computer.) The absence of a level of 
saturation in the experimental dependence of Fig. 4 is 
connected with the lack of reliable data for T - Te < 0.3 K. 
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